Grading Information

Grading Rationale
The course consists of two papers at 50 points each and 9 oral presentations at 100 points a piece totaling 1,000 points. The presentations are a combination of individual and group. For group presentations, everyone within a group will earn the same score.
Grading Scale
A 100% -93% of the total points possible (1,000 -930 points) B 92% -85% (929 -850 points) C 84% -75% (849 -750 points)
NC 74% or lower (749 points or lower)
Learning Plan 2 Common Concepts of Science
Purpose/Overview
In this learning plan, we will look at concepts common to all sciences. We will interpret data, give examples of cause and effect and explain the data generated by science.
"Scientists were rated as great heretics by the church, but they were truly religious men because of their faith in the orderliness of the universe." Albert Einstein Learning Activities _____ 1. PARTICIPATE in classroom activity estimating numerical scientific data. _____ 2. PARTICIPATE in a lecture/discussion on common concepts in science. _____ 3. RESEARCH for your presentation an example of cause and effect. _____ 4. RESEARCH for your presentation examples of continuous and discreet data.
_____ 5. RESEARCH for your presentation numerical data put into proper perspective. _____ 6. RESEARCH for your presentation an example presenting statistical data. _____ 7. RESEARCH for your presentation a process to be described. _____ 8. RESEARCH for your presentation a system to be described. _____ 9. RESEARCH for your presentation examples of positive and negative feedback.
_____10. RESEARCH for your presentation examples of facts versus opinions.
Assessment Activities
_____1. COMPLETE the Common Science Concepts Presentation Assessment Task.
Learning Plan 3 Historical and Philosophical Concepts Purpose/Overview
In this learning plan, you will identify a critical, historical and philosophical concept of natural science and present this concept to the class. You will make a presentation as if you were a news reporter. Don't worry about people stealing your ideas. If your ideas are any good, you'll have to ram them down people's throats. Howard Aiken
Performance Expectations
Target Competency (ies) 3. Summarize critical historical and philosophical concepts of natural science.
Learning Objectives a. Define vocabulary related to concept. b. Analyze historical forces driving concept discovery. c. Identify the effects on society of the concept/concepts. d. Identify technological advances due to the concept.
Learning Activities
_____1. CREATE a list of science concepts that you have learned from television, movies, or books. REVIEW the list with your peers and DISCUSS whether the concepts are true or not. SHARE your conclusions in a class discussion.
_____2. PARTICIPATE in lecture discussion on identifying critical, historical and philosophical concepts of natural science.
_____3. VISIT the Today in Science History Web site to learn about science history.
_____4. CHOOSE critical historical and philosophical concept.
_____5. RESEARCH critical historical and philosophical concept.
Assessment Activities
_____1. COMPLETE the Historical and Philosophical Concept Presentation Assessment Task.
Learning Plan 4 Technological Improvement and Environmental Stress
Purpose/Overview
In this learning plan, we will experience the stress between technological improvement and the environment. We will be responsible for choosing an appropriate issue and holding a press conference style presentation to justify our choice.
New ideas pass through three periods: *It can't be done. *It probably can be done, but it's not worth doing. *I knew it was a good idea all along! -Arthur C. Clarke 
Performance Expectations
Assessment Activities
_____1. COMPLETE the Life Science Issue Presentation Assessment Task.
Learning Plan 8 Earth Science Issue
Purpose/Overview
In this learning plan, we will choose and report on a earth science issue. We will focus our presentations on issues that you the student have an interest in. An earth science issue deals with all things pertaining to the earth, including pollution, tidal waves, and ecosystems. _____2. PARTICIPATE in lecture/discussion on earth science issues.
_____3. CHOOSE an earth science issue within your group.
_____4. RESEARCH earth science issue.
Assessment Activities
_____1. COMPLETE the Earth Science Presentation Assessment Task.
Learning Plan 9 Physical Science Issue
Purpose/Overview
In this learning plan, we will choose and report on a physical science issue. We will focus our presentations on issues that you the student have an interest in. A physical science issue deals with all things pertaining to the chemistry, physics, geology, and energy.
There are no physicists in the hottest parts of hell, because the existence of a "hottest part" implies a temperature difference, and any marginally competent physicist would immediately use this to run a heat engine and make some other part of hell comfortably cool. This is obviously impossible. Richard Davidson
Performance Expectations
Target Competency (ies) 9. Analyze current physical science issues affecting society. In this learning plan, we will choose and report on a space/astronomical science issue. We will focus our presentations on issues that you the student have an interest in. A space/astronomical science issue deals with all things pertaining to investigating the cosmos, the origin of the universe, and the likelihood of man living in space.
Learning Objectives
...man will occasionally stumble over the truth, but usually manages to pick himself up, walk over or around it, and carry on. Winston S.Churchill, 
Directions
For this performance assessment, you will write a position paper indicating your thoughts as the course begins. The purpose of this position paper is to indicate your position as it relates to natural science. You want to state your present thoughts so that when course is completed you can contrast them to your thoughts at the end of the course. In order to relate your points, you need to appeal to logic, authority and emotions. You also need to contrast both sides of your thoughts and you need to show where problems exist or where you are not sure. 
For this performance assessment, you will prepare and give a presentation on examples of common concepts in science. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids and PowerPoint.
The audience members will ask questions, be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Common Science Concepts Presentation Scoring Guide to evaluate your work. 
Scoring Guide Common Science Concepts Presentation
Rating Scales
Directions
For this performance assessment, you will prepare and give a presentation on one historical and philosophical concepts in science. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids and PowerPoint.
The audience members will ask questions, be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Historical and Philosophical Concept Presentation Scoring Guide to evaluate your work.
Scoring Guide Historical and Philosophical Concept Presentation
Rating Scales
0
Does not meet the criterion, makes a number of critical errors. 2/5 or 4/10 Demonstrates moderate skill in meeting the criterion. 4/5 or 8/10 Demonstrates skill in meeting criterion. 5/5 or 10/10 Demonstrates mastery, performs with confidence.
Scoring Guide Criteria and Ratings
No.
Criteria Values 
Directions
For this performance assessment, you will prepare and give a presentation on Technological Improvement and Environmental Stress as if you were at a press conference. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids and PowerPoint.
The audience members will ask questions, be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Presentation scoring guide to evaluate your work.
Scoring Guide Technological Improvement and Environmental Stress Presentation
Rating Scales
0
Scoring Guide Criteria and Ratings
No.
Directions
For this performance assessment, you will prepare and give a presentation on Progress, Growth and Stewardship. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You may use visual aids and PowerPoint.
Scoring Guide Progress, Growth and Stewardship Presentation Rating Scales
0
Scoring Guide Criteria and Ratings
No.
Directions
For this performance assessment, you will prepare and give a presentation on Societal Technological Conflicts as if you were presenting a "State of the Union" address on the topic. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids or PowerPoint in your presentation.
The audience members will ask questions, be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Presentation scoring guide to evaluate your work. The audience members will ask questions; be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Presentation Scoring Guide to evaluate your work. The audience members will ask questions; be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Presentation Scoring Guide to evaluate your work. 
Scoring Guide Societal Technological Conflicts Presentation
Rating Scales
Scoring Guide Life Science Issue Presentation
Rating Scales
Scoring Guide Earth Science Presentation
Rating Scales
Directions
For this performance assessment, your group will prepare and give a presentation on a Physical Science Issue. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. Remember to indicate both the positive and negative aspects of your chosen issue. You must indicate your personal perspective on your issue. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids or PowerPoint in your presentation.
The audience members will ask questions; be prepared to answer. Your instructor will use the Presentation Scoring Guide to evaluate your work.
Performance Assessment Task Space/Astronomical Issue Presentation
Target Competencies
10. Analyze current space/astronomical issues.
Directions
For this performance assessment, your group will prepare and give a presentation on a Space/Astronomical Issue. Prepare a presentation by putting together an outline. You will speak from notes. Do not prepare or use a manuscript. The presentation should inform and enlighten your audience. Research your topic. Remember to indicate both the positive and negative aspects of your chosen issue. You must indicate your personal perspective on your issue. You must find supporting material. Consider the following sources of supporting materials: books, magazines, the Internet, newspapers, and journals. You are to use visual aids or PowerPoint in your presentation.
